
Class 2 Memories
As this is our last zoom call as Class 2, I thought it 
would be nice to share our favourite memories from the 
year and to think about what we are most looking 
forward to next year. 

Although it has been a strange end to the year, we have 
still had a wonderful time as Year 2s and had lots of 
exciting and fun memories. 



Maximus: European Day of Languages

In Greece we ate food. I did 
not like the olives. 

In Portugal, we 
learnt about the 
cockerel and 
painted a dot 
picture. 

In Ukraine we listened to 
stories and painted the flag.  

In Germany, we played 
table football with counters 
and played hockey in two 
teams. 



The Great Fire of London was my 

favourite topic in Year 2 because I 

loved burning down the model houses 

that we all made. 

My favourite English has been the 

work around Lights on Cotton Rock 

which showed great persevering like 

we should all do when learning. 
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• Making pop art with lots of colour, learning about Andy 
Warhole and doing outside sculptures in the style of 
Andy Goldsworthy

• Doing science experiments and learning all about 
different animals, their habitats and adaptations

• Doing fluency and working out different puzzles in maths
• Learning about different oceans and continents
• Watching the cartoon about Robot and Alien and doing 

the English work about the cartoon

• Next year I am looking forward to learning all about 
scientists and what they have done

Michael: This year I have enjoyed



Jessica: Favourite memories and areas of improvement



















Georgia: My favourite memory from  
Class 2

My favourite memory from 
Class 2 was going to the 

pantomime and watching Jack 
and the Beanstalk. 

It was so much fun!







Jacob’s Best Bits 
of Year 2!







Penelope’s favourite memories…

Science experiments like 
choosing the right material 
for superhero capes 

Learning about the Great 
Fire of London

Creating natural pictures 
inspired by Andy 
Goldsworthy





Mrs Staples’ Favourite Memories from Class 2…

Although our year has been cut short, my favourite 
thing about year 2 has been coming into work 
every morning to 25 wonderful, smiling faces. 

I have loved every minute of teaching all of you 
this year and I am so proud of how hard you have 
all worked and how positive you have all been 
during this strange time. 

Although I am not your teacher when you return in 
August, I cannot wait to see your smiling faces on 
the first day back 


